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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE ACCUSED
Criminal laws are extremely tough in California. You need a trial attorney who is not afraid to
fight your case. Most of the lawyers who send you letters never do trials. Their idea of handling the
case is to present you with the Prosecutor’s offer and then pressure you to accept it.
I am so confident that I am the best attorney for you, I offer a Satisfaction Guarantee. If I
cannot achieve a dismissal of the case or the result you want, then I will encourage you to seek other
counsel. If you retain another attorney who promises you a better result in writing, then I will pay to that
attorney the entire fee you paid to me.
I am well known in the Inland Empire as a trial attorney. Please visit my website
www.AttorneyCantrell.com for newspaper articles and court records for some of my successful trials.

You can always expect a vigorous defense when I am at your side including:
•

An independent investigation of the case;

•

A careful analysis of the police reports to find weaknesses; and

•

A reduced bail bond fee; and in some cases a reduction of the amount of bail required.

For DUI cases:
•

A careful analysis of the police reports to uncover weaknesses or mistakes made by the officer in
the field sobriety tests and the breath or blood tests;

•

A review of the breath or blood test results by scientific experts; and

•

Independent testing of the blood samples.

•

Go to my website for more information on how to fight a DUI.

Your FREEDOM is at risk.
See actual case results on reverse side of this page.
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TRACK RECORD
Choosing the right lawyer is extremely important. It makes sense to go with a trial attorney with
experience and a proven track record of success. Here are just a few cases the Law Office of Mark
Cantrell has handled in the Inland Empire. We have omitted the clients’ name for privacy but you can go
to the court website for the complete public history.
Riverside Case Number RIF 089999. Murder case. The other defendant was convicted of murder and
was sentenced to life in prison. Attorney Cantrell’s client was found NOT GUILTY by the jury and went
home that day.
San Bernardino Case Number FSB702104. Murder charge DISMISSED.
San Bernardino FSB 055230. Attempted Murder. Attorney Cantrell took the case to jury trial. The
client was NOT CONVICTED and the case was dismissed.
Riverside County Case Number SWF025444. This client was falsely accused of one of the worst crimes
imaginable: rape of a child. You can imagine the nightmare experienced by the accused. Attorney
Cantrell took the case to trial and the case was dismissed by the Judge.
Riverside Case Number RIF 137190: Gang related attempted murder. Facing life in prison. Attorney
Cantrell took the case to trial and the client was NOT CONVICTED.
Riverside Case Number INF 055020: Gang related attempted murder. The other defendant was
convicted by the jury and is facing life in prison. Attorney Cantrell’s client was NOT CONVICTED at
the same trial. After the trial, the case settled for less than the client offered before the trial.
Rancho Cucamonga Case Number TWV701979. DUI. Attorney Cantrell set the matter for trial and the
DA reduced the case to two moving violations as infractions.
Indio Case Number INM192665: DUI reduced to an “exhibition of speed.”
Riverside County Case Number INM187204. DUI. This case was a real problem for the client due to the
extremely high blood alcohol level of .28 which is more that 3 times the legal limit. The DA was trying
to really hammer the client. Attorney Mark Cantrell brought a motion to challenge the legality of the
traffic stop and to suppress the evidence. The motion was granted and the DA was forced to dismiss the
entire case.
Riverside County Case Number INM189120. DUI. The defendant was stopped due to "chirping tires"
and arrested for DUI. Attorney Mark Cantrell brought a motion to challenge the legality of the stop and
to suppress the evidence. The motion was granted and the DA was forced to dismiss the entire case.
San Bernardino County Case Number TWV803095: This was a DUI case where the blood test came
back at .14, almost twice the legal limit. Attorney Mark Cantrell brought a motion to suppress the blood
test results and the motion was granted over the strenuous objections of the District Attorney. The case
was then dismissed.
San Bernardino County Case Number TSB 901673. DUI. Attorney Mark Cantrell was able to convince
the District Attorney that the "rising blood alcohol defense" was present. The DUI was dismissed and
the case settled for a ticket for speeding and no turn signal.
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